Launches

pre-season

- establish agreement with boatyard
- where boats will be stored
- when boats must be delivered
- if one or both launches cannot be hauled
- determine how to meet equipment needs

approaching storm

- personnel
- launch drivers
- resources
- chaffing gear
- equipment
- anchor, chain & rope

- it is critical to have at least one launch running as long as possible to enable members to get to boats

- expand launch operation hours
- advise members of when launch service will be terminated
- phase out one launch

- be sure launches are delivered to boatyard before haulout window closes
- if a launch cannot be hauled, put it on a heavy mooring with extra chaffing gear on the pennants and an anchor deployed
- no one should try to ride out the storm aboard

post-storm damage control

- if the area is safe to enter...
- check for damage to boat
- check for objects that could damage boat

reactivating asset

- determine operational necessity of re-launching both launches given the cost associated with doing so

Legend

- Yes
- No
- Decision
- Consider carefully
- Risk
- Major Asset
- Attention
- Question
- add/remove information
- Hand-off to another team
- total time required
- Priority 1
- Priority 2
- Priority 3
- Priority 4
- Priority 5